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Address iconic skin GmbH 
Gutenbergstr. 6 
86368 Gersthofen

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Clarity, precision and lightness. The seele group uses these concepts to realise the visions of renowned architects. The result is always customised
structures and building shells that are often highly distinctive. seele offers a unique service and production range: from comprehensive consulting on
development and production through to local final assembly. With over 1.000 employees at 14 locations worldwide, the group sets the standard in
glass, steel, aluminium and membrane architecture. seele’s history provides it with a deep understanding of the materials used. This expertise allows
seele to create building shells with a minimal supporting structure and maximum transparency.  
This makes it possible to create architectural landmarks like the Apple Cube in New York, the Strasbourg train station and the national stadium in
Beijing. But seele also creates glass bridges and stairs that seem to defy gravity – as well as light surface load-bearing structures and elegant
membrane structures. Since the company’s founding in 1984, seele has represented the symbiosis of perfect craftsmanship and excellence in
engineering. These roots form the basis for architecturally challenging but economical solutions. Worldwide.
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